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Contact:Andy Bennet, SFU Chemistry, 778.782.8814; bennet@sfu.caDan Marigold, series organizer, 778.782.3499; daniel_marigold@sfu.caMarianne Meadahl, PAMR, 778.782.9017; Marianne_Meadahl@sfu.ca
Photo: http://at.sfu.ca/iIWZUtWebsite: http://at.sfu.ca/vIqaqH
Simon Fraser University chemistry professor Andrew Bennet says keeping up with the influenza virus is no easy task givenits ability to continually change.
He’ll talk about how researchers are addressing the issue of anti-viral drug development when he speaks at the next CaféScientifique. It’s the fourth in a series of five free, public discussions on health issues.
The café, entitled The Chemistry Behind How Bird’s Nest Soup Led to Influenza Drugs, will be held on Tues., Feb. 19, from 7-8:30 p.m. at the CBC studios in Vancouver.
“Influenza type A and B viral infections continue to be a serious health problem facing the human population worldwide,”says Bennet, noting that in addition to the seasonal reappearance of the previously circulated viral strains, the appearanceof new viral strains, such as the swine flu virus (H1N1), are now circulating worldwide.
Bennet says the influenza virus continually changes how it is seen by the immune system by making slight modifications tothe proteins that cover its surface. Such small changes mean that every year a slightly different strain of influenza circulatesthrough the human population, and requires a new vaccine.
Occasionally, the virus will swap one of its surface proteins with that from a bird-infective influenza strain (the H5N1 birdflu, for example), which has over the past century resulted in three major pandemics.
H5N1 strains are currently not effectively transmitted between humans. Inhibition of one of the viral surface proteins calledneuraminidase (the ‘N’ in H5N1), which catalyzes the release of newly formed virus particles from the infected cells, hasproven to be a suitable approach in the design of anti-viral drugs.
Bennet and researchers are working to learn more about how the influenza enzyme works, by using imaging technology –similar to MRIs – to “tag” atoms in a sugar molecule that the virus removes during its replication cycle. “Scanning the atomswithin this sugar molecule provides the necessary information to guide the design of drug candidate molecules,” he says.
Canadian Institutes for Health Research (CIHR), SFU’s Faculty of Science and the SFU Alumni Association are sponsoring theCafé Scientifique series.
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Simon Fraser University is Canada's top-ranked comprehensive university and one of the top 50 universities in the worldunder 50 years old. With campuses in Vancouver, Burnaby and Surrey, B.C., SFU engages actively with the community in itsresearch and teaching, delivers almost 150 programs to more than 30,000 students, and has more than 120,000 alumni in130 countries.
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